Abstract-this paper shows a feature extraction method for electrocardiographic signals (ECG) based on dynamic programming algorithms. Specifically, we apply local alignment technique for recognition of template in continuous ECG signal. First, we code the signal to characters in base of sign and magnitude of first derivative, then we apply local alignment algorithm to search a complex PQRST template in target continuous ECG signal. Finally, we arrange the data for direct measurement of morphological features in all PQRST segment detected. To validate these algorithms, we contrast it with conventional analysis making measurement of QT segments in MIT's data base 1 . We obtain processing time at least a hundred times lower than those obtained by conventional manual analysis and error rates in QT measurement below 5%.The automated massive analysis of ECG presented in this work is suitable for posprocessing methods such as datamining, classification and assisted diagnosis of cardiac pathologies.
I. INTRODUCTION
ECG signal Analysis has a significant importance to provide accurate and low cost non-invasive diagnostics for heart disease, which is the leading cause of deaths worldwide. Due to the large amount of data acquired, it becomes rather tedious task for the specialists to achieve statistical processing of ECG data. Previous work has been produced to process ECG signals automatically. In [9] a method for classification and identification of waves in the ECG is presented. In this work multiresolucional analysis by wavelet transform [3] [4] , and signal's slope approximation are achieved for wave segmentation while dynamic programming is used only for comparing waves. The separation of tasks (segmentation and classification) leads to possible error because the segmentation is not taking account of anomalies in waveform. In the proposed approach dynamic programming is used for detecting and classifying 1 (Massachusetts Institute of Technology). 978-1-4799-1121-9/13/$31.00 ©2013 IEEE in one step, making possible detection of anomalous waveforms.
Based on the studies in [5] , wherein the alignment is performed on data from capillary electrophoresis, a series of innovations are proposed to achieve a time alignment (local) of the ECG signal. First, the signal is coded to characters based in its first derivative in order to apply local alignment algorithm which is suited for character sequences. Then, the Smith and Waterman alignment algorithm is applied including information about magnitud of derivative [6] [7] [8] . And finally the waveforms recognized are rearranged in time for further automatic analisys such as training and classification of pathologies. One of the key ideas in this framework is the incorporation of magnitud of derivative in the alignment algorithm, which enhances the capacity for detect anomalous signals including QR trace. The algorithm was tested in data base from MIT and results below 5% of error, and time analisys hundred times smaller than manual analysis werer obtained.
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
An alignment is a way to make an exact or approximate correspondence between character subsequence. Mostly used to look for a pattern of characters which are in the same order in the sequences involved [1] [5] .
The local alignment algorithm of Smith & Waterman (Gotoh optimization) [2] , shows a variant for sequences aligning:
Let two sequences , , … . and , , … .
a matrix is constructed where will be stored the maximum of each alignment , in the same way is created another array which is indexed the direction from which comes each peak called , . The local alignment algorithm [2] , is based on the development of three stages [5] :
A. Initialization: The algorithm should be initiated under conditions equal to zero in each of the matrices. , 0
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, , e and d make reference to the scores get from character align x i of the signal with the y i from the other signal and penalties provided by the user in order to achieve better alignment. 
C. Reconstruction of the optimal path:
The best alignments will be reconstructed from positions (a,b) of M, being those in which the highest score are generated for each alignment. Then by tracking Ptr, it will be easy find the optimum paths for each alignment.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
To implement local alignment algorithm for ECG data analysis raises the following considerations.
A. Coding:
It is proposed to encode each sample as the first ECG's derivative. Assuming that Y(n) is the ECG signal:
Where is the derivative of EGC trace. Then,
B. Alignment: Using the algorithm developed by Gotoh [3] , time alignment is done from a template or pattern with the ECG signal. The template is an ECG signal segment (QRST complex) properly selected from a normal or typical signal.
The robustness of the alignment is reflected in the ability to the algorithm to generate high or low scores in every moment of analysis, (4.3) shows the proposed similarity index, taking into account the similarity of characters (signs of slope) and the value of the slope , ,
Where, , represents the score given to the similarity between the sign of the derivative of the sample x i of pattern and the sign of the derivative of the sample y j of encoded signal. and represent the value of the slope in the sample i of the pattern and in the simple j of the signal under analysis, respectively. k is a constant that controls the relationship between the two components of the index of similarity, by comparing the signs of pending or their magnitudes.
C. Rearrangement of Alignments:
Once reconstructed alignments that generate higher scores on M, it is necessary make a reorganization of the waves found to build the correspondence between all ECG waves.
This process is done by assigning each template sample a column number in the matrix and placing in each row a PQRST wave found where each sample is placed in the column corresponding to its pair in the template.
IV. RESULTS
The essential basis of the algorithm is the alignment of a pattern or template versus a full ECG signal, in Figure 1 is shown the dynamic programming matrix M representing their values as gray levels, the lighter gray is the magnitude of the matrix element represented.
Figure 1: ECG´s Alignment versus Template.
After filling the matrix M, it is necessary to seek the maximum get from the profile in the last row of the matrix.
This consideration is essential, because its forced to make a full alignment between the pattern and each wave of the ECG signal.
Figure 2: Location of the maximum.
For the process of finding the maximum was chosen to take a threshold that allowed a total reconstruction of waves present in the signal, see Figure 2 . In Figure 3 it is possible see the dynamic programming matrix M using the conventional similarity index and it is compared with the proposed method, adding the similarity between the magnitude of the slopes. The proposed methodology provides a better quality performance of the alignments. After performing the alignment of all waves, were chosen points that characterize the beginning and end of the QT interval on the template, allowing to place the columns corresponding to these critical points and recognize them in all lined waves. See Figure 5 . To compare the results of each measurement method, an assessment was done of the proposed algorithm comparing with manual analysis make by a specialist to the same ECG signals. Table 3 . Proposed method results.
For the above tables, QTv represent the true QT intervals, QTd are the QT intervals detected, Ef% is the efficiency provided, defined this as the ability to detect the same waves that visually recognizes by human expert ECG´s analysis. QTc is the corrected QT interval [10] , a sort of normalization with the instantaneous heart rate. Fc is the heart rate.
From the comparison of both tables, for instance, is clear that automatically measurement of QT segment differs by less than 5%, for each signal, from the manual measurement by an expert. The measurement of this parameter is very important for the quantification of heart disease, and in this case demonstrates the potential use of the method proposed.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The proposed approach shows promising results to analyze the ECG signal.
This methodology allows automatically segmenting all PQRST waves of an electrocardiogram quickly, allows any processing quantitative measurement as timeslots or wavelengths. Additionally it is possible to get an ordered selection of data suitable for the application of algorithms for training and classification tasks.
Processing times were obtained at least a hundred times lower than those obtained by conventional manual analysis and QT measurement error rates under 5%.
There are several ideas to develop from this work, it is necessary statistical evaluation of the method on a larger amount of data and involve the possibility of training for the detection and classification of diseases, although the similarity observed in an alignment of a template with standard features of an ECG signal can provide a first approximation to a possible diagnosis.
